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Using two-photon excitation (TPE) at 700 nm as well as one-photon excitation (OPE) at 350 nm, we applied
confocal fluorescence microscopy to detect single Coumarin-120 molecules in the solvents water and triacetin.
To study the behavior of Coumarin-120 under different excitation conditions, fluorescence lifetimes,
multichannel scaler traces, and autocorrelation curves have been measured simultaneously. A signal-to-
background ratio of 1300 was achieved for TPE due to a very low background level. The detection efficiency
of TPE is limited by other competing nonlinear processes, in particular continuum generation in the solvent.
The applicable laser intensity for OPE is limited by two-step photolysis of the dye as shown by fluorescence
correlation spectroscopy (FCS). The time-resolved fluorescence signals were analyzed by a maximum
likelihood estimator to identify the fluorophore through its characteristic fluorescence lifetime. The average
fluorescence lifetimes 4.8( 1.2 ns in water and 3.3( 0.6 ns in triacetin are in good agreement with results
obtained from separate measurements at higher concentrations.

1. Introduction

Detection of single molecules by laser-induced fluorescence
opens new horizons for applications in analytical chemistry,
biology, and medicine.1-3 In previous studies of single
molecules in liquids by one-photon excitation (OPE), small
detection volumesV in sheath-flow cells (V ≈ 1 pL)4 or in a
confocal microscope (V ≈ 1 fL)5 were used to reduce the
background signal. This is caused mainly by the Raman
emission of the solvent. Its intensity is proportional to the
detection volumeV.4,5 Due to the considerable overlap of the
fluorescence spectra of the used dyes with the Raman spectra,
it appears to be necessary to use small volumes. To discriminate
the fluorescence signal against the instantaneous Raman emis-
sion, time-resolved fluorescence detection has been applied
previously.4

The necessity for the small detection volumes may be
circumvented by two-photon excitation (TPE) of the fluoro-
phore, because Rayleigh and Raman scattering occur in the near-
IR and are well separated spectrally from the fluorescence signal
in the UV/vis. The optimum size of the detection volume for
TPE depends on several factors: (1) concentration of the
fluorescent dye, (2) fluorescence background due to impurities,
(3) diffusional transit time, in which an average number of
fluorescence photons is emitted, and (4) photobleaching. TPE
has been used successfully for single-molecule detection (SMD)
of Rhodamine B in water,6 SMD of diphenyloctatetraene trapped
in an-tetradecane matrix,7 fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
(FCS) in cells8 as well as in fluorescence microscopy,9 and many
others. A particular feature of TPE is its dependence on the
square of the intensity. This permits selective excitation in the
focal plane. This inherent sectioning effect avoids excessive
photodamage of the fluorophore as well as excitation of
impurities anywhere else in the sample.
So far, dyes have been used for single-molecule detection

and identification3,5,11-15 by OPE, which have their S0-S1

absorption maxima in a wavelength region ranging from green
to near-IR i.e., fluoresceins,3 boradipyrromethane dyes,3

rhodamines,4,13oxazines,15 and carbocyanines.11 To our knowl-
edge, single dye molecules with a S0-S1 absorption maximum
in the UV have not yet been detected in solution by OPE.
A comparison of OPE for Coumarin-120 and rhodamines

shows that in contrast to rhodamines Coumarin-120 has a large
Stokes shift of 6750 cm-1 which allows a good spectral
separation of the fluorescence from Raman scattering. This
property makes Coumarin-120 a good candidate for SMD due
to a low background level. A serious problem of most
coumarins is their low photochemical stability. The quantum
yield of photobleaching on low-intensity OPE is on the order
of 10-3-10-4,16b which is 2 orders of magnitude larger than
the photobleaching yield of rhodamines.38 An additional
problem of OPE in the UV region may be two-step photolysis
at high excitation intensities.16

The main task in SMD in liquids is to maximize the number
of detected fluorescence photons and to minimize at the same
time the background signal, because the statistical accuracy of
dye characterization via fluorescence spectra or lifetimes
depends on the number of collected fluorescence photons.10

Therefore, it is a prerequisite for successful SMD with TPE
that the TPE cross section of the fluorophore is sufficiently high;
i.e., it should be possible to reach the saturation for dye
excitation before other limiting nonlinear effects (see below)
or heating of the solvent occur. In this view coumarins are
ideal candidates for SMD by TPE, because they have high TPE
cross sections of approximately 20× 10-50 cm4 s in the
wavelength region around 700 nm.21,22

Recent advances in SMD have made it possible to character-
ize single molecules through their fluorescence properties.
Single molecules in solution have been identified on the basis
of their fluorescence emission spectrum13or of their fluorescence
lifetime.14,15 Hence, molecular recognition which allows the
characterization of particular molecular states will be a major
step toward the study of single-molecule dynamics. To detect
individual states in equilibrium for a single molecule of interest
by time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy, a fluorescent probe
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whose fluorescence lifetime is influenced by these dynamics
must be attached to the molecule. A dye appropriate to detect
and to characterize nucleobases in their DNA environment is
Coumarin-120. If this dye is coupled to nucleotides, its
fluorescence is quenched in a typical way by each nucleobase,
resulting in nucleobase-specific fluorescence lifetimes. The four
nucleobase-specific fluorescence lifetimes range from 1.9 to 5.3
ns.18 This suggests applications in projects for single-molecule
DNA sequencing.1,2 Furthermore, coumarin dyes are frequently
used as laser dyes17 and as fluorescent labels in life sciences
(e.g., AMCA). In view of the versatile use of coumarins, we
decided to study the efficiency of SMD by OPE as well as TPE.
In the present article we compare both excitation techniques,
calculate the signal-to-background ratio, and show the limitations
with respect to SMD of Coumarin-120. Important techniques
for data analysis are fluorescence correlation spectroscopy and
time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy. We present a maxi-
mum likelihood algorithm which allows the identification of
single Coumarin-120 molecules via their characteristic fluores-
cence lifetime.

2. Experimental Section

2.1. Setup. The experimental setup has been described in
principle recently.14 A mode-locked titanium:sapphire laser
(Mira 900F, Coherent, Palo Alto, CA) pumped by an argon ion
laser (Innova 415, Coherent) was used as excitation source at
700 nm for TPE and frequency doubled at 350 nm for OPE.
The pulse widthτp was approximately 300 fs at a repetition
rate of 76 MHz. Possible group-delay dispersion effects onτp
are not taken into account. For TPE the laser beam was
prefocused by a lens (f ) 200, 250, or 300 mm depending on
the type of experiment) and coupled into an epiilluminated
microscope by a dichroic short pass beam splitter (Laseroptik,
Garbsen, Germany). An oil-immersion objective (SPlanapo
100×, NA ) 1.4 oil; 160 mm optics, Olympus, Japan) was
used to focus the laser beam onto the sample. For OPE the
diameter of the laser beam was adjusted by a telescope. The
beam was coupled into an epiilluminated microscope by a
dichroic long pass beam splitter (400 DCLP; AHF Analysen-
technik, Tübingen, Germany) and focused onto the sample by
a glycerol-immersion objective (Ultrafluar 100×, NA ) 1.2;
infinity optics, Zeiss, Germany). For OPE and TPE the laser
spot sizes were determined by fluorescence correlation spec-
troscopy using a diffusion coefficientD ) 8 × 10-6 cm2 s-1

for Coumarin-120 in water.31 The laser power was adjusted
by inserting different neutral density filters (Lambda Physik,
Göttingen, Germany) and by two polarizers. The mean quasi-
CW power at the sample was measured by a power meter
(Fieldmaster, Coherent). Fluorescence was collected by the
same objective (Olympus-SPlanapo) and passed through a
pinhole (diameter 100µm) in the image plane. For the Zeiss-
Ultafluar objective we used a tubus lens withf ) 150 mm. To
suppress scattered excitation light, a dichroic band-pass filter
(395-547 nm; Schott, Mainz, Germany) was placed in front
of the detector (bialkali photomultiplier tube R5600P-03
(Hamamatsu Photonics, Shimokanzo, Japan)). The amplified
detector signal was registered by three different devices: (1) a
PC adapter counter (CTM-05, Keithley, Taunton, MA) for
multichannel scaler traces of the signal, (2) a real-time correlator
card (ALV-5000/E, ALV, Langen, Germany), and (3) a time-
correlated single-photon counting (TSC) setup in the reversed
mode with conventional NIM modules interfaced with a PC
board (ATDIO32F, National Instruments), which allows a
sequence of measurements of fluorescence decay curves with a
fixed photon number. The solutions for single-molecule experi-

ments of Coumarin-120 (Lambda Physik, Go¨ttingen) were
prepared by diluting 10-6 M stock solutions with the appropriate
amount of solvent, double-distilled water or triacetin (Aldrich,
Steinheim, Germany), down to the required concentration of 1
× 10-11 M. During the measurements the dye solutions were
contained in a depression of a microscope slide with a volume
of approximately 100µL (Roth, Karlsruhe, Germany) and
covered by a conventional cover glass. For OPE the microscope
slides were illuminated by UV light before use to bleach
contaminations.
2.2. Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy.Fluorescence

correlation spectroscopy (FCS) was used as a tool to obtain
precise statistical characteristics with respect to an average
molecule number in the detection volume and an average
diffusion time (i.e., spot size of laser focus).1,29 Furthermore,
the analysis of the dependence of the average molecule number
N in the detection volume on the laser excitation intensity
provides information on the photostability of the fluorescent
dye molecules. The fluctuations of the fluorescence photon flow
FP(t) were analyzed by the normalized intensity autocorrelation
function G(tc), where tc is the correlation time. The spatial
distribution of the detected fluorescence depends on two
parameters: (1) the excitation volume defined by the photon
flux EP in case of OPE or of the squared laser photon fluxEP2

in case of TPE; (2) the collection efficiency function CEF of
the detection system given by the size and the position of the
pinhole. The resulting molecule detection efficiency MDE can
be approximated by a 3-dimensional Gaussian fluorescence
distributionW(x,y,z) ) exp(-2(x2 + y2)/ω0

2) exp(-2(z2)/z02)
in the case of OPE23 or by the squared distributionW2(x,y,z) in
the case of TPE. If translational diffusion is the only noticeable
process that causes the measured fluorescence flowFP(t) to
fluctuate about an average value〈FP(t)〉, G(tc) is given by eq
1.29,30

To correct the decrease of the amplitudeG(tc ) 0) caused by
the background signal, the ratio of the background intensityIB
to the total signal intensityS(S) F + IB) is included in eq 1.30

Depending on the type of excitation, different characteristic
times for diffusionτDx in the excitation volumes are obtained:
τD1 for OPE (x ) 1) andτD2 for TPE (x ) 2). Using a three-
dimensional Gaussian intensity distribution for the MDE, the
radial 1/e2 radiusω0 is related to the different characteristic times
for diffusion τDx via the translational diffusion coefficientD:
τD1 ) ω0

2/4D andτD2 ) ω0
2/8D.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Intensity Dependence of OPE and TPE Fluorescence.
To obtain information necessary for an optimized single-
molecule detection, we studied the dependence of the fluores-
cence signal on the excitation intensity, in particular (1)
dependence of the signal-to-background ratio (S/B) on the
excitation energy36 and (2) deviations from the expected linear
and quadratic relations to obtain information on the saturation
of the optical transition and on photobleaching. Furthermore,

G(tc) )
〈FP(t) FP(t+tc)〉

〈FP(t)〉
2

) 1+
(1- IB/S)

2

x8N ( 1
1+ (tc/τDx)) ×

( 1

1+ (w0/z0)
2(tc/τDx))

1/2
(1)
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FCS was applied to determine the diameter of the laser beam
in the sample plane and to investigate photobleaching. In the
subsequent analysis of OPE and TPE it appears advantageous
to describe the laser intensityI (W cm-2) by the photon flux
EP (cm-2 s- 1) and the time-averaged collected fluorescence
signal by the fluorescence photon flowFP (s-1).19

3.1.1. OPE Analyzed by Time-Correlated Single-Photon
Counting. In the absence of saturation of the S0-S1 transition
and photobleaching of a fluorescent dye, eq 2 gives the linear
dependence of the collected time-averaged fluorescence photon
flow FP on the quasi-CW photon fluxEP,qcw,

whereR is a unitless constant which is proportional to the
detection efficiency of the system,σ is the one-photon absorp-
tion cross section,c is the molar concentration of the fluorescent
dye,NA is Avogadro’s constant,ΦF is the fluorescence quantum
yield, andâ is a unitless constant for the relation betweenFP
andEP,qcw. The spatial distribution of the detected fluorescence
photons for a OPE can be described by a three-dimensional
Gaussian distributionW(x,y,z) (see section 2.2). In the case of
OPEâ is expected to be equal to 1.
Using time-resolved fluorescence detection, we investigated

the intensity dependence of the OPE fluorescence on a 5×
10-8 M aqueous solution of Coumarin-120 at an excitation
wavelength of 350 nm. Varying the excitation intensity by 5
orders of magnitude, the time-resolved signal decays were
measured for a fixed integration time. Each integrated signal
curve was fitted by a single-exponential fluorescence decay to
calculate the fluorescence photon flowFP. In Figure 1a the
fluorescence signal is plotted versus the quasi-CW photon flux
EP,qcw according to eq 2 (open circles). For comparison, the
signal of pure water is also given in Figure 1a (filled diamonds).
For all laser intensities the fluorescence decay curves show a
single-exponential decay with a fluorescence lifetime of 5.0 ns,
which is typical for Coumarin-120 in water.18

Three characteristic regions of the fluorescence signal can
be distinguished in Figure 1a: (1) By fitting the data toy )
axâ for a small photon flux, we obtainâ ) 1.04 as expected
from eq 2. (2) At a photon flux of 7× 1022 cm-2 s-1 a rather
sharp maximum of the fluorescence signal is reached. (3) A
further increase of the excitation energy results in a dramatic
decrease of the fluorescence. On the other hand, the background
signal measured on pure water increases linearly over the entire
investigated intensity range. We attribute the main part of the
background signal to luminescence of the optical setup, mainly
the objective, because the signal is also present in the absence
of sample. The use of microscope objectives other than the
Zeiss Ultrafluar resulted in higher background signals.
The deviation of the fluorescence signal from the linear power

dependence at higher intensities is not caused by saturation of
the S0-S1 transition. This follows from the calculation of the
fraction S1av of dye molecules being in the S1 state using a
steady-state solution in a kinetic molecular energy scheme with
three levels:36 electronic ground state S0, first electronic excited
singlet state S1, and triplet state T1. According to this
calculation, the portionS1av of the molecules in the S1 state is
only 2%37 at the maximum of the fluorescence signal. This
indicates that the S0-S1 transition is far away from saturation.
It is well-known for UV excitation (photon energy 3.2 eV) that
the absorption of a second photon of molecules in the first
electronic excited singlet or triplet state, S1 and T1, produces a
higher energetic Sn and Tn state (two-step excitation) which
couples quite efficiently with ionic states in polar solvents such

as water. Hence two- or multistep absorption processes open
additional channels for photobleaching at high intensities.
By transient absorption spectroscopy (TRABS) of Coumarin-

12016 and related coumarins,39 it was shown that the S1 as well
as the T1 state absorbs also in the wavelength region of the
S0-S1 transition; i.e., there is a certain probability for a two-
step laser photolysis. Using an aqueous solution of Coumarin-
120 (10-5 M), the dependence of the transient spectra on the

FP ) RσcNAφF(EP,qcw)â∫V W(x,y,z) dx dy dz (2)

Figure 1. (a) Average fluorescence signal (open circles) of Coumarin-
120 (5× 10-8 M in water) and background signal of water (filled
diamonds) at an excitation wavelength of 350 nm. The signal is plotted
versus the mean quasi-CW photon fluxEP,qcw according to eq 2. Fit
according to eq 2 withâ ) 1.04. The detection volume was
characterized by FCS for low intensities:τD1 ) 0.08 ms (ω0 ) 0.51
µm); z0/ω0 ) 2.5 µm. (b) Fluorescence autocorrelation curveG(tc) of
10-9 M Coumarin-120 in water with OPE (P ) 182 µW) for an
expanded excitation volume: Recorded data (black dots) and fitted
function (eq 1) with weighted residuals (inset: w. res.).30 Parameters
of the fit with a background intensity of 9.4 kHz and a total signal
intensity of 24 kHz: base line) 1.001,N ) 61, τD1 ) 0.5 ms (ω0 )
1.34µm), z0/ω0 ) 8.7. (c) Dependence of the average numberN(OPE)
of Coumarin-120 molecules in the detection volume on the applied
laser powerP for OPE determined by FCS. The different fluorescence
autocorrelation curves were recorded under the same optical conditions
and with the same dye solution.N(OPE) is calculated from the
amplitudeG(tc)0) of the fits according to eq 1 (see (b) for parameters).
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laser power16was studied (data not shown). Two different lasers
were used for an excitation with a repetition rate smaller than
1 Hz: (1) a XeF excimer laser (pulse widthτp ) 20 ns,
wavelength 351 nm,EP,pk(saturation)) 5 × 1024 cm-2 s-1);
(2) a frequency-tripled Nd:YAG laser laser (pulse widthτp )
30 ps, wavelength 354 nm,EP,pk(saturation)) 9 × 1026 cm-2

s-1). For both lasers we detected the characteristic spectra of
the two-step photolysis products at higher pulse energies:
solvated electrons (absorption maximum at 720 nm) and dye
radical cations. The concentration of the photolysis products
showed a quadratic dependence on the pulse energy. Compared
to TRABS, the photon flux (EP,pk(saturation)) 3× 1027 cm-2

s-1) at the focal plane necessary for an efficient SMD is of the
same order of magnitude. Therefore, we applied FCS to
investigate the hypothesis of two-step photolysis in SMD by
studying the dependence of the average number of unbleached
dye moleculesN in the detection volume on the laser powerP.
We expanded the radius of the excitation volume by a factor
2.6 compared to Figure 1a in order to increase the probability
of observing photobleaching due to a longer transit time through
the excitation volume. A typical correlation curveG(tc) for the
expanded excitation volume (ω0 ) 1.34µm, τD1 ) 0.5 ms) is
given in Figure 1b.
According to eq 1, the average number of dye molecules

N(OPE) was calculated from the amplitudeG(tc)0) corrected
for the background signal. Figure 1c shows the dependence of
N(OPE) on the laser powerP. A drastic drop inN(OPE),
decreasing from 100 to 1, is detectable already for lowP.
In conclusion, we have evidence that the efficiency of OPE

of Coumarin-120 is limited by a two-step photoionization at
higher excitation intensities.
3.1.2. TPE Analyzed by Time-Correlated Single-Photon

Counting. In the absence of saturation and photobleaching of
the fluorescent dye, eq 3 (see Appendix) describes the quadratic
dependence of the collected time-averaged fluorescence photon
flow FP on the quasi-CW photon fluxEP,qcw,20-22

whereR, c, andNA are used analogous to eq 2,δ is the two-
photon absorption cross section, andâ is an unitless constant
for the relation betweenFP andEP,qcw. (For TPEâ should be
equal to 2.) The factor1/2 takes into account that two photons
are needed for excitation. The periodic train of excitation pulses
is characterized by the repetition ratef and the excitation pulse
width τp. The spatial distribution of the detected fluorescence
photons for TPE is described by a squared three-dimensional
Gaussian distributionW2(x,y,z) (see section 2.2). Using time-
resolved fluorescence detection, the intensity dependence of the
TPE fluorescence of Coumarin-120 was investigated with an
excitation wavelength of 700 nm. Varying the excitation
intensity by 3 orders of magnitude, the time-resolved signal
decays were measured for a fixed integration time. In Figure
2a FP is plotted versus the quasi-CW photon fluxEP,qcw
according to eq 3 (open circles). For comparison, the peak
photon fluxEP,pk, defined asEP,qcw× 0.88/(f τp),21 is given on
the upperx-axis. A maximum peak photon fluxEP,pk of 3 ×
1031 cm-2 s-1was applied.
Again, three characteristic regions of the signal are ob-

served: (1) if the data are fitted according toy ) axâ for a
small photon flux, we obtainâ ) 1.99 as expected from eq 3.
The fluorescence decay curves can be described by a single-
exponential decay with the fluorescence lifetime of 5.0 ns typical
for Coumarin-120 in water.18 (2) Saturation of fluorescence

begins to occur at a quasi-CW photon flux of 2× 1025 cm-2

s-1. (3) If the quasi-CW photon flux exceeds 2× 1026 cm-2

s-1, an additional component with a short decay time becomes
apparent, and the fluorescence rate decreases. The fwhm of
the fast component is identical with the instrument response

Figure 2. (a) Average fluorescence signal (open circles) of an aqueous
solution of Coumarin-120 (5× 10-8 M) and the signal of pure water
(filled diamonds) due to background signal and continuum generation
(excitation wavelength 700 nm). The signal is plotted versus the mean
quasi-CW photon fluxEP,qcw. Fit according to eq 3 for a small photon
flux with â ) 1.99. For comparison, the peak photon fluxEP,pk is given
on the upper scale, assumingτp ) 300 fs and×a6 )76 MHz. The
detection volume was characterized at a photon fluxEP,qcw) 2× 1026

cm-2 s-1: τD2 ) 43µs (ω0 ) 0.53µm), z0/ω0 ) 8.5. (b) Fluorescence
autocorrelation curveG(tc) for an aqueous solution of Coumarin-120
(10-9 M) with TPE (P ) 207.5 mW): recorded data (black dots) and
fitted curve (eq 1) with weighted residuals (inset: w. res.)).30 Parameters
of the fit with a background intensity of 0.26 kHz and a total signal
intensity of 4.36 kHz: base line) 1.0,N ) 19.4,τD2 ) 150µs (ω0 )
0.98µm), z0/ω0 ) 10.7. (c) Dependence of the average numberN(TPE)
of Coumarin-120 molecules in the detection volume on the applied
laser powerP for TPE determined by FCS. The different fluorescence
autocorrelation functions were recorded under the same optical condi-
tions and with the same dye solution.N(TPE) is calculated from the
amplitude of the fits toG(tc) according to eq 1 (see Figure (b) for
parameters).

FP ) RδcNA
φF

2
0.588

τpf
(EP,qcw)â∫VW2(x,y,z) dx dy dz (3)
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function of 400 ps. Attempts to block this component by
different band-pass filters failed. Hence, we assign this signal
to continuum generation (“white light”) induced by a combina-
tion of several intensity effects such as spatial and temporal
self-phase modulation, parametric four-wave mixing, stimulated
Raman scattering, and thermal lens effects.25,26 For comparison,
the signal of pure water is given by the filled diamonds in Figure
2a. For small intensities the background signal has a long decay
time, whereas at high intensities a characteristic scatter peak is
detected; i.e., the continuum generation is caused by the solvent
and not by the dissolved dye. The threshold photon fluxEP,qcw
) 2 × 1026 cm-2 s-1 is clearly evident by the abrupt increase
of the water signal and by the change of the decay curve.
To determine the portionS1av of molecules in the S1 state at

the maximum fluorescence signal,37 we calculate the excitation
efficiency of TPE. It turns out that the portion of dye molecules
in the S1 state (S1av) 1-2%) is approximately the same as for
OPE (see above); i.e., the deviation from the quadratic behavior
is not caused by depletion of the S0 state. It is important to
mention that we have checked the TPE absorption cross section
δ of Coumarin-120 in water, because the TPE cross sections of
coumarins, which are given in the literature, were measured in
alcohols but not in water. We observed an approximately 6-fold
reduction in the excitation efficiency of Coumarin-120 in water
compared to that of ethanol (δ(ethanol)≈ 20× 10-50 cm4 s)21,22

at 700 nm; i.e.,δ(water)≈ 3× 10-50 cm4 s. Additional proof
of competing nonlinear solvent effects is the fact that the
saturation of the TPE fluorescence is not specific for the dye
Coumarin-120. Fluorescence saturation occurs also for the dyes
Rhodamine 6G and Rhodamine B under the same conditions
for TPE (data not shown). A direct comparison of experiments
with a multichannel scaler (see below) for single-molecule
detection of Rhodamine 6G by one-photon excitation (OPE)14

and by two-photon excitation (TPE) demonstrates that the
maximum fluorescence burst rates obtained by TPE are at least
1 order of magnitude smaller than those obtained by OPE. This
is in agreement with results for the efficiency of fluorescence
generation by OPE and TPE reported by Brakenhoff et al.27

We used FCS to investigate photobleaching for TPE. A
typical autocorrelation curve of an aqueous Coumarin-120
solution (1 nM) is given in Figure 2b.
Figure 2c gives the calculated average number of molecules

in the detection volumeN(TPE) as a function of the applied
laser powerP.
From Figure 2c it is evident thatN(TPE) remains ap-

proximately constant (≈15) over the whole applied range of
laser power. This indicates that photobleaching is negligible
under the conditions used here.
3.2. Comparison of OPE and TPE for SMD. We

compared the fluorescence fluctuations due to single-molecule
transits through our detection volume by a multichannel scaler
(MCS) using OPE at 350 nm and TPE at 700 nm. Poisson
statistics predicts for such low concentrations that the number
of molecules in the detection volume fluctuates predominantly
between zero and one for a detection volume on the order of 1
fL. Let us define the signal-to-background ratio S/B by eq 4.
We use a normalized signal count rate for a single-molecule
transit, which is obtained by the ratio of the signal counts to
the characteristic diffusion timeτDx determined by FCS.1d This
definition allows a comparison of measurements with different
experimental setups and is independent of the binning time of
the multichannel scaler.

Figure 3a,b shows two MCS traces of a 10-11 M aqueous
Coumarin-120 solution for OPE and TPE: (a)EP,qcw(OPE))
7 × 1022 cm-2 s-1 (150µW) and (b)EP,qcw(TPE)) 2 × 1026

cm-2 s-1 (225 mW). In both cases the background signal of
pure water is given in the upper trace.
Fluorescence burst rates up to 13 and 22 kHz at a background

count rate of 380 and 430 Hz were obtained for OPE and TPE,
respectively. The following signal-to-background ratios were
obtained using the parameters for eq 4 given in the figure
captions: S/B(TPE)) 1300 and S/B(OPE)) 400. According
to Figure 2a, it should be possible to increase the signal-to-
background ratio of TPE by a factor of 6, ifEP,qcw is reduced
to 1.5× 1026 cm-2 s-1, because the photon flux is just below
the threshold for continuum generation resulting in an extreme
low background rate of 70 Hz. Figures 1 and 3 prove the
superior S/B ratio achieved for Coumarin-120 by TPE. The
results obtained for Coumarin-120 are comparable to those of
the frequently used dye Rhodamine-6G, where a S/B ratio of
10001d for CW OPE and a S/B ratio of 40014 for pulsed OPE
are reported. This result must be seen in view of the fact that
Rhodamine-6G has superior properties with respect to the
absorption cross section, fluorescence lifetime, fluorescence
quantum yield, and triplet quantum yield as well as photosta-
bility. The high S/B ratio for SMD of Coumarin-120 can be
achieved due to the extreme low background level which has
several reasons: (1) For OPE at 350 nm the Raman signal of
the solvent is well separated spectrally from the fluorescence
signal due to the large Stokes shift of 6750 cm-1 (maximum of
fluorescence at 443 nm). (2) Also, for TPE at 700 nm Rayleigh
and Raman scattered photons can be easily separated from the

S/B)
signal counts of a single molecule/τDx

background counts per second
(4)

Figure 3. (a) Lower MCS trace: signal photon flowSP with
fluorescence bursts observed from Coumarin-120 (1× 10-11 M in
water) excited at 350 nm (EP,qcw) 7× 1022 cm-2 s-1). Data acquisition
was performed at a speed of 1000 data points per second (1 ms
integration time). Upper MCS trace: signal photon flow of pure water.
Parameters of the detection volume are the same as in Figure 1a. (b)
Lower MCS trace: signal photon flowSP with fluorescence bursts
observed from Coumarin-120 (1× 10-11 M in water) excited at 700
nm (EP,qcw) 2× 1026 cm-2 s-1). Data acquisition was performed at a
speed of 1000 data points per second (1 ms integration time). Upper
MCS trace: signal photon flow of pure water. Parameters of the
detection volume are the same as in Figure 2a.
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fluorescence signal. On the other hand, it is obvious that the
fluorescence bursts of Coumarin-120 are small compared to
those of Rhodamine-6G, e.g., Rhodamine 6G up to 250
photons14 and Coumarin-120 up to 25-30 photons (see Figure
3b). This result for Coumarin-120 is evidence for the low
efficiency of OPE and TPE which limits the accuracy of the
single-molecule detection. In the case of Rhodamine 6G there
is a tradeoff between the number of detected photons and the
signal-to-background ratio, because the Raman spectrum of the
solvent and the fluorescence spectrum of the dye overlap. The
efficiency of OPE of Rhodamine-6G is very high and is mainly
limited by ground state depletion resulting in fluorescence
saturation, while the background signal increases linearly with
intensity and does not saturate. This effect leads to a depen-
dence of the S/B ratio on the laser intensity, where the S/B
ratio first increases with increasing intensity up to a maximum
and then decreases due to saturation caused by ground state
depletion. In case of Coumarin-120 the S/B ratio power
dependence is completely different, because the excitation
efficiency limits the S/B-ratio due to two-step photolysis for
OPE or due to competing nonlinear effects in the solvent for
TPE. We used TPE for single-molecule identification of
Coumarin-120 for the following reasons: (1) The S/B ratio and
the burst rates are higher than for OPE. (2) The high two-
photon cross sectionδ of Coumarin-120 allows a more selective
excitation by TPE than by OPE, since the one-photon cross
sectionσ at 350 nm is quite small (5.8× 10-17 cm2). This is
important for solutions of Coumarin-120, which may contain
some fluorescing impurities (e.g., biomolecules).
3.3. Single-Molecule Identification by Time-Resolved

Fluorescence Spectroscopy and TPE.3.3.1. Determination
of the Molecule Number by FCS.To prove that we indeed
observe single-molecule events, we measured the statistical
average number of dye molecules in the detection volume via
FCS for an aqueous Coumarin-120 solution (10-11 M). A
typical normalized fluorescence autocorrelation curve is shown
in Figure 4 with an amplitudeG(tc ) 0) of 3.7.

Using a diffusion coefficientD ) 8 × 10-6 cm2/s for
Coumarin-120 in water31 and the results of the fit given in Figure
4, a detection volumeV ) 0.95 fL is calculated. For such a
small volume and a Coumarin-120 concentration of 10 pM an
average number of molecules in the detection volumeNV )
5.7× 10-3 is calculated. This result is in good agreement with
a value ofNA ) 2.2× 10-3 obtained from the amplitude of the
autocorrelation functionG(tc)0) (see eq 1). For this average
molecule number there is only a small probability to find more
than one molecule at a time in the detection volume; i.e., we
can be fairly sure to detect predominantly single-molecule events
in our experiments. The inset in Figure 4 demonstrates the well-
defined solution of eq 1 for the detection volume by the plotø2
(goodness of fit) vs the ratioz0/ω0.
3.3.2. Time-Correlated Single-Photon Counting and Maxi-

mum Likelihood Estimator.We measured repeatedly 100
successive signal decay curves with a constant number of
photons at a quasi-CW photon flux of 2× 1026 cm-2 s-1 to
obtain fluorescence lifetimes of single molecules. The dead
time of the electronics between two decay measurements within
one sequence was smaller than 1 ms. Beside experiments in
water (viscosityη ) 1 cP at 293 K), we chose the more viscous
solvent triacetin (η ) 28 cP at 290 K32) to slow diffusion and
to increase the observation time of each single molecule. This
leads to an increased number of detected fluorescence photons
per molecule transit. For one decay measurement 50 photons
have been collected in water and 200 photons in the more
viscous triacetin. As expected from the simultanously measured
MCS and FCS data, most time-resolved signal decay curves
showed a photon distribution that is typical for continuum
generation and additional constant background (dark counts).
Only in some measurements was an exponential signal decay
observed that is typical for fluorescence as shown in Figure 5.
In the following statistical analysis of only a few detected

photons in a single fluorescence burst, we need an optimal
estimation procedure to determine the fluorescence lifetime.
According to the Rao-Cramér theorem, a maximum likelihood
estimator (MLE) is an efficient estimator,10,33,34 because the
estimates by a MLE reach the minimal limit for the variance.
Furthermore, it has the lowest error or misclassification prob-
ability for small signal intensities.35 Köllner et al.10 used the
MLE successfully for fluorescence pattern recognition. In
single-molecule detection with TPE the number of emitted and
detected fluorescence photons in experiments with single
molecules is limited by the excitation efficiency, the diffusion
time, the triplet lifetime, and the photostability of the dye.
Recent experiments with time-resolved fluorescence detection
analyze the fluorescence decay only partly4,12,13,15by disregard-
ing its maximum. Therefore, we have developed an improved
MLE algorithm, which uses the entire signal for data analysis.
To obtain a signal curve appropriate for data analysis by the
final eq 9, several steps are needed (eqs 5-8) to generate a
realistic signal decay pattern M corresponding to a monoexpo-
nential fluorescence decay with a fluorescence lifetimeτ. The
fluorescence data obtained by time-correlated single-photon
counting are accumulated ink channels of a finite measurement
windowT expressed as a reduced time window (in numbers of
lifetimes) Γ ) T/τ. Assuming that the instrument response
function (IRF) may be described by aδ pulse, the probability
pi of finding a count in channeli is then given by eq 5,
consideringΣpi ) 1 according to a multinomial distribution.

Figure 4. Normalized fluorescence autocorrelation curveG(tc) for an
aqueous solution of Coumarin-120 (10-11 M): recorded data (black
dots) and fitted curve (eq 1) with weighted residuals (w. res.).30

Parameters of the fit with a background intensity of 430 Hz and a signal
intensity of 480 Hz: base line) 0.9997,N) 2.2× 10-3, τD2 ) 43µs
(ω0 ) 0.53µm), z0/ω0 ) 8.5. The inset demonstrates the well-defined
solution of eq 1 for the detection volume by the plotø2 (goodness of
fit) vs the ratioz0/ω0.

pi(τ,T,k) ) (eΓ/k - 1

1- e-Γ)e-iΓ/k (5)
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In eq 6 a more realistic fluorescence lifetime pattern C is
generated by convolution of the probabilityRof the normalized
instrument response function with the photon probabilityP of
our lifetime model for aδ IRF (eq 5). Hereu is the number of
channels of the scatter decay curveRused for convolution. The
scatter decay curve was obtained by continuum generation in
the pure solvent at a high photon flux of the laser.

The fluorescence lifetimeτ of Coumarin-120 (τ ) 5 ns in
water18) is quite long compared to the time window of the
measurementT ) 12.5 ns, set by the repetition rate of the
titanium:sapphire laser 1/f ) 13.2 ns. Hence, we must take the
possibility into account that a dye molecule could have been
excited by a previous pulse. Therefore, we sum over several
pulsesθ preceding the fluorescence photon, whereby the channel
incrementW is given byW) k/(Tf). In our case it is sufficient
to set θ ) 3. The final normalized fluorescence lifetime
probability in channeli, c′i(τ,T,k), is given in eq 7.

In our experiments each signal decay contains variable
fractionsγ of background signal due to continuum generation

L(k,T). Equation 8 gives the signal decay patternmi(τ,T,k,γ,L)
in the channeli appropriate for eq 9 by the sum of the
normalized distributionsL(k,T) andc′(τ,T,k).

For pattern recognition signal patternsM(τ,T,k,γ,L) with
variable fractionsγ of background signalL(k,T)were generated
by eq 8 in steps ofτ ) 100 ps. On this two-dimensional
parameter surface the optimal pattern was determined by the
MLE in eq 9 on the basis of a minimum reduced 2Ir*
(Kullback-Leibler minimum discrimination information)
2I*).10 Hereni is the number of detected photons of the signal
S in channeli, mi is the probability of a distinct signal decay
pattern that a count will fall in channeli, andf is the number of
fitted parameters (f ) 2). Normalization of 2I* by the degrees
of freedom (k - 1 - f) leads to the reduced 2Ir*, which is
comparable to the reducedør2 known from least-squares
estimators.

Two representative signal decays of Coumarin-120 in water
and triacetin as well as the corresponding instrument response
functions are given in Figure 5a,b. The insets show a cut
through the 2Ir* surface of the dependence onτ for an optimal
fraction γ of background. The average number of photons
detected in a burst of Coumarin-120 was 30 for water and 100
for triacetin. The distribution of the fluorescence lifetimes
derived from individual bursts is shown in Figure 6a,b.
Fitting to a Gaussian distribution yields the following average

fluorescence lifetimesτav and standard deviations:τav(water)
) 4.8( 1.2 ns andτav(triacetin)) 3.3( 0.6 ns. These results
are in good agreement with values obtained from separate

Figure 5. Normalized fluorescence decay curves (left axis) of single
Coumarin-120 molecules in water (a) and triacetin (b). The dashed line
represents the normalized instrument response function (IRF) (right
axis). Five channels of the peak were used for convolution (eq 6). The
fit (bold line) has been performed using the maximum likelihood
estimator (eqs 8 and 9) with a variable scatter fractionγ andτ. A total
of 119 channels have been used for data collection. The number of
detected fluorescence photonsNF was calculated fromγ and the total
number of collected signal photons. The insets show the dependence
of 2Ir* on the fluorescence lifetimeτ. (a) Water: τMLE ) 5.1 ns,γ )
0.45, 2Ir* ) 0.234;NF ) 28. (b) Triacetin:τMLE ) 3.4 ns,γ ) 0.2, Ir*
) 1.103,NF ) 200.

Figure 6. Histogram of the obtained fluorescence lifetimesτ calculated
by the maximum likelihood estimator for single Coumarin-120
molecules in water and triacetin. Fitting to a Gaussian distribution yields
the following average fluorescence lifetimesτav and standard deviations.
(a) Water: τav ) 4.8( 1.2 ns, bin width 0.4 ns. (b) Triacetin:τav )
3.3( 0.6 ns, bin width 0.1 ns.

mi(τ,T,k,γ,L) ) γl i(T,k) + (1- γ)ci′(τ,T,k) (8)

2Ir* )
2

k- 1- f
∑
i)1

k

ni ln( ni

Smi(τ,T,k,γ,L)) (9)

ci(τ,T,k) ) (RX P(τ,T,k))i ) ∑
j)0

min(i,u)

rjpi-j(τ,T,k) (6)

ci′(τ,T,k) ) ∑
V)0

θ

ci+VW/∑i)1
k

∑
V)0

θ

ci+VW (7)
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measurements at higher concentrations as well as with literature
data: τ(water)) 5.0 ns18 andτ(triacetin)) 3.4 ns.

4. Conclusions

We have shown the identification of a single fluorescent dye
molecule in solution by time-resolved fluorescence spectroscopy
with two-photon excitation due to its characteristic fluorescence
lifetime. This appears to be the first single-molecule detection
of a fluorescent dye by OPE and TPE, which has its one-photon
S0-S1 absorption maximum in the near-UV. A high signal-
to-background ratio of 1300 was achieved for TPE due to
efficient rejection of background fluorescence and excitation
light. SMD via TPE is free of multiphoton photolysis and has
a high sensitivity. The high two-photon absorption cross section
of Coumarin-120 allows a selective excitation. On the other
hand, the efficiency of TPE is limited by competing nonlinear
processes of the solvent. Experiments are underway to study
the dependence of TPE efficiency for SMD in liquids on laser
pulse width. The applicable laser intensity and thus the accuracy
of SMD of Coumarin-120 by OPE are limited by two-step
photolysis. The photostability of Coumarin-120 under the
conditions of TPE was found to be sufficiently high. The results
presented here offer new perspectives for such analytical
applications in which fluorophores of small molecular weight
are needed.
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Appendix. Square Law of TPE

This appendix gives a derivation of eq 3 and treats the
dependence of the time-averaged fluorescence photon flowFP
(s-1) on the average photon fluxEP(x,y,z) (cm-2 s-1). Let us
consider the collected fluorescence photon flowFP(t) of a
solution excited by a mode-locked laser whose intensity is a
periodic function in time. Equation A1 gives the quadratic
dependence of the collected fluorescence photon flowFP(t) on
the space- and time-dependent peak photon fluxEP,pk(t,x,y,z),20-22

where the parameters are defined in eqs 1-3.

The photon flux profile of a focused laser beam is an axial
(z) Lorentzian and radial (x, y) 2-dimensional Gaussian distribu-
tion (eqs A2a and A2b),23

whereEP,0 is the photon flux at the center of the laser beam
waist on the optical axis,ω0 is the 1/e2 radius of the Gaussian
laser beam in the radial direction(x,y) at z ) 0, nD is the
refractive index of the medium, andλ is the laser wavelength.
In eq A3 the molecular detection efficiency MDE) EP,pk2 ×
CEF is approximated by a squared 3-dimensional Gaussian
fluorescence distributionW2(x,y,z).23

The photon fluxEP,0at the focal center of the Gaussian beam
(z ) 0) can be calculated by the 1/e2 radiusω0 and the total
laser powerP(W) given by eq A4. The radiusω0 can be
determined by FCS (see Section 2.2) while the total power of
the focused Gaussian beam is measured by a power meter
integrating over the entire beam,A ) ∫exp(-(x2 + y2)/ω0

2) dx
dy ) (π/2)ω0

2.24

In eq A4h is Planck’s constant andcl is the velocity of light.
TPE was performed by a mode-locked laser. The periodic

nature of this pulse train is defined by the repetition ratef of
the laser and the excitation pulse widthτp (fwhm). However,
we can only measure a time-averaged quasi-CW photon flux
EP,qcwby a power meter. Since TPE is a nonlinear process, the
difference between the squared photon fluxEP2(t) and the square
of the photon fluxEP(t)2 has to be taken into account by defining
a two-photon “advantage” factorg.22 This factor is determined
by the second-order temporal coherence of the laser pulse with
respect to a specified pulse shape and by the duty cyclefτp.
When sech2 temporal-shaped pulses are assumed,g is given by
eq A5.

If time-averaged signals are used for data analysis, the time-
averaged fluorescence photon flowFP must be studied as a
function of the time-averaged quasi-CW photon fluxEP,qcw
analogous to eq A1. Combining eqs A1, A3, and A5, eq 3 can
be derived.
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